NOTICE

A Walk-in-interview will be held in the Seminar room of Department of Physics, P.G. Science Building, Jadavpur University, Kolkata –700 032 on 25.04.2013 (Thursday) at 02.00 p.m, for the recruitment of one post of Project fellow in the UGC sponsored Major Research Project entitled “Development of eco friendly high density nonocryalline mullite rich ceramic pigment / filler from low cost ceramic material / Flyash” under the supervision of Dr. Sukhen Das, Principal Investigator of the project, Department of Physics of this University, as per details below :-

Number of Posts : Project Fellow : 1 (one) Post.

Essential Qualification : M.Sc in Physics /Chemistry/Geology/Biological Science with at least 55% marks(50% in case of SC/ST/PH)

Desirable Qualification : NET / GATE qualification will be considered as per UGC Guide line

Fellowship : Rs. 14000/- per month (for initial two years)
Rs. 16000/- per month (for third year)
HRA as per UGC Guide line (Subject to approval of UGC)

Age : Below the age of 40 years.
Relaxable uptoSC/ST/OBC/Women/physically handicapped Candidates]

Tenure : Till the termination of the Project.

Interested candidates may appear in person directly in the interview with a prescribed application form (Priced Rs.50/=) to be obtained from the Information Section of this University. Original as well as attested copies of Mark Sheets, Certificates and Testimonials are to be produced at the time of interview. No TA/DA is admissible.

REGISTRAR